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AFTER DEATH WHAT?
PREFACE
I commend this short paper to the Christian constituency. It is not just designed to be
thought provoking but to represent the teaching of the bible on the subject of what lies
in store for saints who cross the river of death.

THESIS AND ANTITHESIS
Let’s start with a thesis and an antithesis. The believer at death falls asleep in Christ
and His Spirit is in a mode of union with Christ whilst as in the case of the apostles
thousands of years elapse till body and spirit come together at the return of the LORD.
That is the thesis popularised within Protestant Orthodox thinking which has not
varied much to the right or left for hundreds of years. The antithesis is that at death
the believer inherits a “body from heaven” as surely prepared as the place where we
shall dwell in glory. The apostle Paul states the latter concept plainly “God gives that
which is quickened “a body as it has pleased Him” 1Corinthians 15.38 in what is a
consequential and dynamic sequel to death itself.

SYNTHESIS
The question that must be left till later is whether there can be any synthesis of these
two concepts. I will not attempt a synthesis but afford scriptural teaching with which
you may find yourself in agreement of a limited or general sort or contrariwise in
dispute.

A SERIES OF RELATED SCRIPTURES
1. Paul says “To depart and to be with Christ is very far better” “much more
excellent”. Paul is not given to disembodiment according to his argument from the
seed process. Even evil spirits cast out of their hosts pass through dry and unwelcome
places until they find re-embodiment (Luke 11.24). The cynic might urge that man
subsisting with spirit and soul but no body is in a better state but we are not compelled
to take such a position by scripture.

2. The shorter catechism quotes Hebrews 12.23 in favour of the long term residence
of spirits in heaven pending re-union with their bodies at the time of the return of
Christ and the trumpet call of God. The narrow use of the word “perfect” in this
context which theologians restrict to “moral or spiritual perfectness” is unwarranted.
The word “” in itself admits of no such restricted application for it was used of
“completion”-of “a full grown man” and of persons “mature enough to be married”.
The word sits well with that “actual completion” which is wholeness of perfection and
suiting to the eternal state and circumstances of life which we shall encounter in
heaven.

3. A text that might become a trip-wire for the antithesis is “they without us should
not be made perfect”. What is being said in these words from Hebrews 11.40? The
expression is not a forward thrust towards the rapture and return of Christ. It is a
thrust backward to the prophetic witnesses of the Old Testament who were not raised
from the Sheol of the departed or Abraham’s bosom to the Paradise of God till the
time of Christ’s resurrection.

4. “We shall not run ahead of those who sleep!” [1Thessalonians 4.15] that accords
fully with the antithesis and Paul is making clear in these words that those who
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remain till the LORD returns will join in the second lap of the runners who have
previously died and gone to glory and returned with the LORD in the air. There is no
demand to make a case for the Dante like eruption of bodies from the earth at this
time. Scripture speaks plainly “If we believe Jesus rose-even so them also which sleep
in Jesus will God bring with him” Paul is adamant that those who are in a
felicitous union of heightened joy not the “iron sleep” of death] relationship
of close union with Christ in Glory are coming back from heaven not rising out of the
graves.

RESURRECTION WITH EFFECT FOR CHRISTIAN BELIEVERS
In Acts 24.15Paul as a Pharisee told Felix “I succour or content myself that there is
“soon destined to be” a resurrection of the just and indeed also of the unjust”
We need now to review the idea of “resurrection” as it pertains to saints! A further
thesis and antithesis has to be considered. “Does resurrection happen for Christians
when the LORD comes” or have believers already experienced life in their new
spiritual bodies? First let’s take the heresy of Hymenaeus and Philetus to which Paul
referred in writing to Timothy. These men argued that “the Resurrection is past
already!” and overthrew both faith and hope among believers. What did these men
mean? They clearly meant that the long awaited calling of men either to stand united
to Christ in heaven or to stand before God and give answer to the judge of all was
now past and that no moral scruples applied any longer to how life was lived. They
also were drilling others to believe that they had no hope of resurrection. The learned
Professor Dr. Donald Guthrie whom I had the pleasure to meet in a Scottish
theological forum argues in loco that Paul is teaching that spiritualising the
resurrection denies the faith. That in itself is correct though it is not in my view the
matter of Paul’s concern-which is that the actual opportunity to share in the
resurrection is supposed to have gone for ever. Paul argues clearly on the basis of
Christ’s resurrection in 1Corinthians 15.13, 14ff. that any and all future resurrection
of saints is bodily and assured and indeed the bodily resurrection of the wicked to
judgment is an established future fact recorded by John in the Apocalypse 20.11 and
implied in the text “Every knee shall bow”. But note how Paul continues to explain …

(1) “Christ has become the first fruits of those who have been sleeping”. The risen
Christ in fact was accompanied by a significant sortie-the first tranche of the
awakened ones-whose bodies accompanied him into the glorious city as Matthew
records. They do not await embodiment! [Matthew 27.52 “Many of the bodies of the
saints arose”]

(2) Christ is become the first fruits of them that “slept” or “have slept.” Observe the
regular use of the perfect as opposed to present tense verb in respect of those who
die!

(3) As really and instantly as death passed on man in Adam so resurrection has come
immediately into effect for the living Christian who is “risen with Christ” and lives as
if in heaven. Likewise the Christian who passes to glory obtains “that body which is
from heaven” [2Corinthians 5.2] and is not simply to be described as resuscitated or
subsisting but as “completed”.

(4) When did Paul hope to be completed? The apostle answers, “Neither am I already
perfect…I press toward the mark for the prize of the high calling or upward call of
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God in Christ Jesus” [Philippians 3.14]. He adds “Our conversation is in heaven from
whence we (who are alive and remain) look for the Saviour who on that occasion
shall change the “lowly bodies of (living) believers” to be “like his own glorious
body” according to His once for all energetic working according to which he has
once for all placed all things under His authority (in His glorious resurrection).
This mighty energy and power is without limit and has no restriction of time or
season. Paul was expecting this change as we all do even as he lived. This is not a
statement about the Church’s long-haul wait but its setting is within the first
generation of Christians. The following clause comes into play when we view
extended time and the suspension of Christ’s coming into generations.

(5) “In Christ shall all be made alive?” [1Corinthians 15.52] This statement seems to
favour the thesis that all must wait for new bodies till the last trumpet. However when
once reads further scripture says (a) “Christ the first fruits… (b) Every man in his
own order…(c) afterward they that are Christ’s at his coming.” The harvest image
amalgamates with a military image intimating a first evidential gathering of saints
who accompanied Christ to Glory after which many others in a series of victory
parades going into glory [Greek ] and finally the sequel of those that remain
when Christ comes”. Paul is strongly putting the point “But…but every man in his
own order or battalion.” In favour of the “progressive” scriptural doctrine of the
resurrection we have Jesus words “I am the Resurrection and the life”. We have his
taking of the first  of believers with Him to glory and we have this detailed
argument of the apostle Paul. The translations of saints in the Apocalypse to which I
refer below would appear substantially to confirm this approach.

(6) Paul’s argument in 1Corinthians 15.14 through16 is not in favour of “long soul
sleep” or in his own case “a multi millennial wait” but rather an instantaneous
“standing again” for he plainly states “we are false witnesses “if the dead are not
rising again”. This “standing again” [ isn’t some long delayed blessing.

(7) “God is giving” or “was giving” to each seed its own body according to His will.
This is in sync with the words of David in Psalm 139.15-16 “Your eyes did see my
substance yet being imperfect and in thy book all my members were written which in
continuance were fashioned, when as yet there was none of them” The “spermaton” of
our lives is precisely known in its perfect state by the LORD who is the true creator of
the body and the gene chain that ensures our new body is under His authority. In this
is the guarantee of a new and perfect body for the believer. Thus in glory and through
all eternity we shall have a Spirit a soul and a body and be fully human.

(8) The full change of the entire church on earth awaits the last trump. The putting
on of incorruption and immortality need not await. The victory that Paul announces in
1 Corinthians15.57 is one which God is currently giving to Christians. The prophecies
of Isaiah 25.8 and Hosea 13.14 expect a day when millennial joy and long life will
be the reality world wide. It is essential that this mortal will have endued itself” with
immortality or “will have assumed” immortality and likewise the corruptible
incorruption. It is not satisfactory to take this as a reference of Paul to himself. The
words refer to the way in which human life will be lived from the time of the return of
Christ. Those who have experienced “change” at death and those who have
experienced “change” at the coming of Christ and those who experience “change” in
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the new era of the millennium when the obedient will live on with Christ and live holy
besides in the era then to come are all in mind.

MORE GLORIOUS BODIES LIVING IN A MORE GLORIOUS REALM
Let us now proceed beyond Paul to the material we have in the Apocalypse. Chapters
5-19.10 cover a short latter day period of Great Tribulation on earth.

(1) THE ELDERS (24 IN ALL)
“Twenty four elders fall down and worship the LORD” (Revelation 5.14). This group
of leaders of the saints in heaven may indeed in part represent the church but scholars
view them as also representing the Old Testament people of God in glory.

(2) THOSE WHO ESCAPED TRIBULATION
A massive group of believers who came from the face of Great Tribulation are serving
the LORD in heaven (Revelation 7.15) and they are never more to experience
“hunger or thirst or sunburn” according to Isaiah 49.10. But they will walk by water
fountains and they will have their tears wiped away.

(3)THE TWO WITNESSES ARE TRANSLATED
Subsequent to the home going of the tribulation martyrs the two martyr witnesses of
Revelation 11 are seen to rise within days of their death and go straight into heaven
assuming their immortal bodies. They stood on their feet and rose from the ground
and ascended in response to the LORD’S “Come up thither”.

(4)144,000 SANCTIFIED JEWS
Further along still in Revelation 14 we are made aware of the 144,000 Jews who were
translated singing in heaven –who sang to the accompaniment of harpers. This is the
most fascinating picture of corporeal and corporate life in heaven and involves music
and instruments of music.

SYMBOLISTS AND LITERALISTS CONFUSE THE ISSUE
In a mild but firm gesture in favour of what John saw and what scripture says I
prefer to dismiss both those who deal out a hermeutical pack of symbols when they
grapple with the Apocalypse and also those who would have all the aspects of “linen”
and “horses” and “harps” to entail what they entail on earth-i.e. flax dams and stables
and craft and design studios. To put a period to the interminable contest lets say “a
plague on both your houses.”

(a) IT IS PLAIN WE SHALL BE CLOTHED IN HEAVEN AS THE RISEN
CHRIST WAS CLOTHED
We do not ask what Jesus wore in the upper room but we must assume he was
clothed. He was buried in clothing heavy with spikenard and other substances. As he
was clothed so we shall be clothed. When the LORD blessed his disciples on Olivet
he was clothed and in this clothing He ascended from their presence. This was the
reality. The scripture describes a young man at the tomb and angel messengers also –
all in white garments. That is not to say that heaven is bulging with clothing
manufacturers. The clothing may as easily appear as the fish for breakfast on the
beach in Galilee or the bread which the 5000 ate or the wine at the marriage feast in
Cana. It is in such categories we must train our mind to think when we face the
Apocalypse.
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So in the 19th chapter we read of a great voice calling “Hallelujah Salvation Glory
Honour Power to the LORD our God. These who declare the praise of God know
exactly what is taking place on earth. At the 18th verse the bride of Christ presents in
“fine linen.” The bodies of those in heaven are clad by the LORD-“white robes are
given to them.” This is not symbol-this is not earth linen-these robes are not of earthly
manufacture-this is full reality-this is perfect clothing.

(b) HORSE RIDING IMMORTALS?
Many Christians who love God’s creatures so much often ask such questions as “Will
there be pets in heaven?” Bible teachers generally respond cynically with such replies
as “If there are cats they will be white cats?” or agnostically “We shall have to wait
and see!” However we are told frequently in the bible that God is the “Lord of hosts.”
We speak of warring angels and we are well aware that the Apocalypse tells of war in
heaven. That is absolute reality. The fact is that all armies travel and the battle scenes
of time and eternity involve movement. We are not to think of the heavenly host as
supplied with “tanks” and “armoured vehicles” of a prestigious type. They do not
require “slings” and “assault equipment” or even “body armour” as the Romans might
have possessed. They travel as the LORD designed they should-on creatures of His
creation. Heaven’s armies in this instance are conveyed on beautiful creatures which
John saw –creatures which owed nothing to the stud farms of the earth. The chapter
sees the “linen-clad” armies of heaven ride out on “white horses” to the defeat of the
Anti-Christ beast on the earth. This is not an isolated case for in 2 Kings 6. 15-17
Elisha and his servant saw God’s horses and chariots. Again in 2 Kings 2.11-12 Elijah
mounted a celebrated chariot and was carried to glory and Elisha witnessed the scene.
Had you been a bystander you would have had incredible difficulty convincing
either prophet that such creatures and vehicles did not exist-indeed you would be
dismissed out of hand. You and I would be foolish to dismiss a reality which we read
of in scripture because we have not seen it with our own eyes. There would appear to
be creatures and life forms in heaven of which we have not the least comprehension
aside from scriptural witness.

(c) MUSICIANS IN GLORY!
Man shall never cease to be a singer. We sing on earth and we shall sing in heaven.
Moreover we delight to use instrumental music. This reality shall also be available to
us in glory
We are told in the Apocalypse 14.2 and 15.2 of “harpists will harp” and sing. They
will be present on the sea of glass that is by the throne of God
There are other glimpses of heaven in this great book but what we have is convincing
and emphatic of the miraculous and yet actual. Some call these symbols and some call
them literal facts. I believe they are “new reality”. Our world is a world of shadows.
Our supposed hard reality is but like a creation in plasticine by comparison with the
new realities of heaven.

(d) THE PARADISE OF GOD-A VERY GREEN WORLD
There has to be colour in heaven-there is a rainbow-and as we all know light refracts.
Besides the ethereal music-there is the glorious scenery- the sublime light- the
indescribable reality that Paul who was caught up to Paradise experienced. One thing
we are not precisely taught but might assume as possible is that those thus fitted for
heaven may visit the millennial earth. We are however sure that they are prepared for
an eternal “new heaven and earth” in which the New Jerusalem which comes down
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from heaven is the central focus of the presence of God. “Waters” “trees” “fruit”
“seasons” “no pain” “no lamentation” “tears-yes” “gates” “precious stones” “gold”
“glass” “no night” “books” “leaves on the trees” “no sun” “no moon”-these are just
some of the realities we shall enjoy in glory-these would be some of our favourite
things that all shall share in heaven-but best of all Christ will be there-and saints we
have loved so long.

HOW AND WHEN ARE THE DEAD RAISED?
Paul said "someone will ask this question-so lets answer it (italics mine)."
"With what body do they come?" 1 Corinthians 15 55
(1) The first fruits resurrection men at the tomb were seen and they were clad in
shining robes.
(2) Christ Himself appeared in a number of forms. It is not to be taken that this is a
miraculous characteristic to be gifted to glorified saints. Yet shall we be directly
dependent on Christ for our new body. The genetic code of our life in so far as it is
needed is in God's book-Psalm 103 14 Ps 139.16. God does not clone us from some
parts of the present body.
(3) We shall be clothed upon as above-by Christ the Resurrection and the Life.
(4) We do not sow the body in death that we reap in life. We cannot depend upon it
that what we have now is what we shall always have. The belly and meat digesting
system will change-1Corinthians 6.13
God gives us a body "as HE wills" so that imperfections are not going to be repeated
and the genetic string is not going to dictate long repeated faults. Reproductive organs
change Luke 20.35 cf No.1
(5) We shall enjoy spring like life. A "first-fruits resurrection man" at the tomb
was described as a "young man" Mark 16.5. Eternal life is ZOE life-spring like -at its
best
(6) It will not be flesh with blood cf 1Cor 15.50 Nevertheless it must be in the image
and human form of Christ but as to its substantial constitution we know that "we
shall be like Him".Phil.3.21
In paragraph 8 below there are some further details.
(7) Will we know one another? We will do better-we will quickly get to know our
fellows from every age and most certainly we shall know each other. There need not
be "Emmaus Road" recognition difficulties. Our eyes will be enabled-we shall know
fully as we are fully known.1Cor13.12. The most intimate and excellent aids to
recognition are the eyes and the voice. We shall "see" Jesus and we shall hear his
"well done". These faculties will be prepared for eternity and will be sharper than ever
here.
(8) What happens between the "first fruits" and the "trumpet call"? Are those who die
in the LORD to be considered disembodied? Are they "of the first fruits" or are they
"of the last day of harvest"? The Hebrew of John 6.54 "I will raise him up at the last
day" may read "in the house of the last day" or "through" the last day. Paul argues that
we already share in the life of Christ by union with him-Colossians 3.1. He further
says "your life has now been hidden with Christ in God" This "hidden-ness" (Greek
like that of the setting stars is not merely a "disappearance" from this
earthly scene but a manifestation in spring like life in heaven. Paul continues "When
Christ who is our life has been manifested then you will have been manifested with
HIM in glory "(Colossians 3.4).The tense shows Paul is coupling the future of the
Colossians with that of saints that will fall asleep not because he fails as a watchman
but because he understands the season of evangelism is to be long. Again in
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1Thessalonians 5.10 Paul says "Whether we are watching vigilantly or fall asleep we
will live together with HIM." For further scripture on the nature of this life I refer
you to file 8 of my study on “The Eternal State”

THE SUBSTANCE-SOME FACTS WE POSSESS

1. We know it to be foolish to think that the bare grain we sow will be what we reap.
1Cor 15.37 Paul writes "When you sow you do not plant that body that shall be".

2. We know what we are now must undergo change- however painless- should Christ
appear to take his church home by voice of command 1 Thessalonians 4.16 we also
know that we shall "all" be changed-1Cor 15 51-52
3. We do not know fully what "change" means but it involves the atomic or even
sub-atomic structure of matter which forms our bodies is almost inevitable-if flesh
and blood is not to inherit eternal life. The whole nature of substance and reality as it
shall be is seen for its difficulty in the appearance of Christ within a room the doors of
which were locked and in the case of his multiple appearances which we would call
materialising. Cf 1 Corinthians 15 51-52 and 2 Corinthians 3.18 for further study.

4. We know that God gives the resurrection body and it is as "He has willed"
ETHELESE-there is an "already in keeping nature" about the plan for you.

5. We know that "to each is given its own body". The word is SPERMATON-thus the
distinctives of parentage -or your origins at conception-are wonderfully and
gloriously preserved in the act of God in resurrection by which the Lord rebuilds
your frame just as He built it "curiously" in the womb in the process of gestation.
Psalm 139.15

6. We know from the Spirit speaking through David that the bone structure and
strength of our body AZAM was known to God when we were "made to be allowed
to go back to earth." There are things which inspire both reverence and terror about
our creation. NORAOTH There is that which is "extraordinary" "distinct/separate" "
difficult (in our own eyes)" and "wonderful" in what we become. That embryonic
"rolling together" GALAM was "seen by God's eyes" Psalm 139 15. He knows the
process-preserves the mathematical "string" of huge detail in HIS book-before they -
"the body details" and "days(of conception birth death and resurrection)" had been
formed" YUTZARU.

7. We know that God had foreseen better for us than the OT saints were being
provided in full or receiving as they departed this life in Sheol of the departed. He
who led captivity captive Ephesians 4.7 & Psalm 68.18 from the "nether world
" Ephesians 4.9 gifted men with the hope of "heaven" after what was
called the "harrowing of hell"-the "spear-point" of "Spirit victory" of Christ in all
realms. That is linked to the "having been made perfect" aor. pass)
of Hebrews 11.40

RESURRECTION EXPLORED BIBLICALLY

The two volumes of Dr. Wright's [Recently appointed to the chair of N.T. studies at
St. Andrews university] that deal with the "resurrection issue" fundamentally are "The
New Testament People of God" and "The Resurrection of the Son of God". The
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professor and former Bishop of Durham has worked indefatigably on a mammoth
project seriously coloured by a notion of the "renewed earth" brought into service
simultaneously with "an act of trumpet call resurrection" . Professor Wright’s
work seems not to deal adequately with the standing again or completion of any
saint or any (already implemented) application of CHRIST'S victory over
mortality and corruption in the current life of heavenly saints.
The comment of REINECKER on Hebrews 11.40 is that it represents the Semitic idea
of final success and the ending of corruption- a time when death will be harmless. For
the Christian passing to be with Christ this is so-in the millennium this is so to a
great extent-but Paul is arguing that death is the last enemy and will be finally
destroyed 1Cor 15.26 at the end of the millennium with the advent of the “new
heaven and earth” as referred to in 1Corinthians 15 27-28.

1. Did Christians use ANASTASIS as innovative thinkers and cheerfully speak of
a concrete event when they spoke of "Resurrection"? is by Professor. Wright's
admission "the" question of his book. Over against the issue he defines ANASTASIS
as "standing again"- so far so good. We need to ask the further questions as to where
and when human beings are biblically to be understood to "rise" or “stand again”.
(a) Are the saints in heaven "risen"?
(b) Do those who stand before the LORD rejoice as risen ones?
(c) Are they clothed upon?
There are various answers possible.
First the "Risen believers who appeared bodily to many" are already "risen" in the
full sense of that word".
Second the men who appeared at the tomb are neither angels nor uncertain disciples
but "risen ones"
Third the Hebrew writer(Hebrews 11) speaks of 16 named persons and also the
prophets and other unnamed martyrs and says that in their death "they were not
receiving the promise" of resurrection but dwelt in Sheol. However the Resurrection
must have had immediate effect for the Hebrew saints for Jesus said "Many will come
from the east and the west and take their places on the couches (of the feast) with
Abraham Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven".
All of these persons we would surely consent are not to die again-and they are
incorruptible. So those participating in "Life" or in the first fruits resurrection have
enjoyment of the better thing God foresaw-they have been made complete. This very
completion introduces a great cloud of witnesses-the former saints "stand in their lot".
(Hebrews 12.1)
We have to grant that LAZARUS WAS RAISED but we need to understand that
THOSE RAISED AFTER HIS RESURRECTION were raised to INCORRUPTION
and IMMORTALITY.

2. The learned Professor quite properly challenges COAKLEY who characterises
Jewish views as "fuzzy" and Paul's view as "non-bodily". Paul does indeed teach
"bodily resurrection" but as I have argued strenuously the body is not that "bare grain"
which is sown. 1Cor15.37. It is not but the "gifted body" of God's
providing-modelled on the approved body of Christ for incorruptibility and preserving
the or genetic regulators without defilement 1Cor 15.38 with added glory
1Cor 15.41 and suited to abiding in the heavenlies" 1Cor 15.39-40.
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3. Professor Wright in his "shooting at the sun" analogy argues that we are like the
young archer whose arrows would not reach the sun but who fired at the sun's
reflection in a lake and split the sun in two. Like him we have cracked the issue of a
"hard science" historically provable event. In search of a post -enlightenment proof he
finds himself facing PANNENBERG'S view that we must await an analogy in the
final resurrection of those in Christ and the view of TROELTSCH that the only
analogy historians can present is that of their experience-which is subjective.
But surely the point is that no analogy is needed. Analogies are the trade of
Philosophers and it is simply used to attempt to throw a bridge over between history
and theology. For any Christian whether theologian or historian the scriptural
narratives under the Holy Spirit are regulative and sufficient through faith.
1. We have the example of Christ who is risen.
2. We have the men at the tomb in risen form
3. We have the first fruits resurrection of Matthew 27.53
The enlivened scriptural witness to these events is sufficient to faith.

4. The John 21 narrative is examined under the theme "New Day" and the unasked
question ""Who are you?" is said to be posed because the apostles knew two things-
first they knew "the body of Christ would not decay" and they knew it was "this same
Jesus". This continuity and discontinuity as Professor Wright calls them were both
present. The argument is valid. Further as to the matter of continuity and non-
continuity some further understandings are yielded by scripture –see File 8 of my
document on “The eternal state” Paragraphs 7-8.

5. Resurrection the bishop defines as "transformed physicality. The apostle Paul
most assuredly says, "We shall be changed"; however he calls our bodies "Spiritual
bodies" 1Corinthians 15.54. These three dimensional bodies operating within an
eternal dimension will centre on their relationship to God in Christ and not to this old
earth but they will be designed for the "new heaven and earth" which replaces this
one. They are to be real bodies where the continuity is built on the spirit and soul and
the perfection of the SPERMATA or familial continuity which God first wove into
our lives and of which HE alone is the guarantor at our departure.

6. The fact that Josephus Wars 3.8.5 states his and supposedly the OT biblical
position is a useful snapshot of traditional Jewish thought but not to be received as
biblical theology. Josephus says "Do not you know that those who depart this life
according to the law of nature and pay their debt which was received from God when
he that lent it us is pleased to require it back again enjoy eternal fame? That their
houses and their posterity are sure, that their souls are pure and obedient and to
obtain a most holy place in heaven from whence in the revolution of the ages, they are
again set into pure bodies." Houses will be possessed by Jews here during the
millennium but it does not follow because Josephus stated it as fact that we
Christians shall return from heaven to our houses on this earth. This position is
not John 14 compliant nor is it consistent with Revelation 21.1. The first heaven and
the first earth had passed away [ "departed" "died" ceased"]

7. The expression in Ezekiel 43.7 "This is where I will live among the Israelites
forever" is not an expression I would submit in favour of a restored earth-man's
eternal home. It is plain that Professor Wright embraces that view. We do need to
recognise mlal as an expression very often expressing simply "an age" or as in this
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case a millennium as  in Greek. The better Hebrew for eternity is d[w mlal
which is used by Moses Daniel and David.

8. All that is taught concerning the “state of believers at their death” does not affect
the issue of the so called “general resurrection” which is better understood as the
resurrection of the “spiritually dead” which is a truly “last day” event and is referred
to in Apocalypse 20 11-15. In another context the matter of “Judgment” begs to be
considered. This involves the separate judgment of “nations” (at the return of Christ)
of “saints” (Romans 14.10-12 & 2 Corinthians 5.10-essentially untimed and not
demonstrably a one-off event-nevertheless involving every Christian-Paul says “We
“shall” or “must all have appeared” )-of angels (in a manner
undisclosed) and that judgment termed by much secular literature the “last judgment”-
a judgment of the spiritually dead (at the close of the millennium). Unbelievable
vagaries of thought surround the matter of biblical teaching on “judgment”

BRIEF ADDENDUM ON HOW THE CONCEPT OF THE
MILLENNIUM AFFECTS THAT OF THE NEW HEAVEN AND
EARTH
The a-millennialist adoption of a renewed earth renovated by fire is most confusing
and only follows by denial of the plain sense of scripture amalgamated with the
rejection of long held position of biblical Christianity on our "going to" and
"eternal continuance in" heavenly places.
Paul says "We shall be caught up to encounter our friend the LORD Jesus Christ amid
clouds or hosts of the redeemed who have run the race. So we shall be ever
(with the LORD. What an apodosis!
So is used of that which we love dearly.
So is used of the way we shall be-with Jesus-with HIS triumphant people -during
HIS life
So is used of heavenly experience entire and simple.
So is also used of unbroken and beautiful experience.
On residential locale check the Apocalypse 14.1-5 where the 144,000 "redeemed
from the earth"(perfect passive "follow the lamb wherever he
goes" In the Apocalypse 20.4 the martyrs of the tribulation share Christ's
millennial rule. The saints of the rapture (Apocalypse 20.6) share that dominion but
are not represented as on the earth in Apocalypse 20.9 where the (temporary)
barracks or quarters of the saints engaged in warfare and the city HE has loved are
surrounded. (Jerusalem re-founded during the Millennium)

The vision of the new heavens and earth and the city of God in Apocalypse 21.1 are
subject to the LORD'S word in Apocalypse 21.5 "Behold I am making everything
new -you must write for these words are faithful and true. Christ is speaking
here of HIS then current work of creating the new system. It is such that no
earthly woes of this world -neither its curse or its death or throes and pains will
enter. You will find by exploration of Isaiah 65-66 and Revelation 20.7-9 with
21.that the interim millennial earth is not utterly freed from the curse or death
or sin. It is the heritage of "sons" and those who "conquer" through the lamb.
All of this interim in millennial time does not preclude the "melting" of the earth and
heavens that are now in accordance with the revelation of Christ to Peter in 2 Peter 3

12-13. THE END


